FRESH SOLUTION FOR
FRESH PET FOOD

“

We are excited to partner with CoolR Group after a successful launch. Their
innovative computer vision platform lets us deploy our reps based on inventory at
each location, which will make a meaningful impact for sales. It’s one of the many
ways that Freshpet is pushing to better serve the customer or retailer partner.
Head of Assets at
fresh pet food company

”

THE CHALLENGE
A major fresh pet food brand sells fresh dog and cat food from coolers in grocery and big-box retailers. Its
products are loved by its customers, and they typically only feed their pets the brand’s products.
The brand wanted to devise a better
way to understand when and how to
deploy 3rd party merchandisers, in
order to maximize product availability,
as well as address other problems in
the field, such as competitive products
put into their coolers and missing
product and price tags.
Sales and Operations teams wanted
a solution that both pinpointed the
location of potential issues AND
created a system to manage those
issues. CoolR partnered with the brand
to meet the challenge.
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THE SOLUTION
recognition and inventory management system. Using CoolR’s
into actions.

CoolR provides the brand with an end-to-end
solution that leverages Playbook, CoolR’s image
image recognition engine translates those pictures

The brand doesn’t only want CoolR to identify problems, as it already knows some coolers are running out of stock faster
than they can re-stock. In order to create the required ROI for investment in CoolR’s solution, Playbook is integrated
directly with the brand’s replenishers, Acosta. Playbook analyses daily data from each location, assesses the ROI of a visit,
and where there is calculated to be an economic benefit in visiting, directs an Acosta rep to go to the store.

THE PROCESS
1

3

CoolR proprietary cameras
capture photos of inventory.

The data from each
picture is analyzed.
Playbook directs
Acosta reps to visit
locations where the economic benefit creates the needed
ROI for each visit, ensuring no wasted visits.

2
Pictures are sent to the cloud
to be processed. The Playbook
platform transforms pictures to
structured data using AI.

4
The Acosta rep takes a
picture after he/she is
finished and Playbook
verifies that the job was
done or intakes the reason why it could not be done.

THE RESULTS
The brand is thrilled with the solution roll-out. and the
financial impact has been substantial, with investment
increased for 2022 to 12,000 doors.
The investment is based on the increased understanding
of the ROI on rep visits and the coolers in the field.
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